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Akishima garbage separation app

Search昭島市ごみ分別アプリ

We offer a garbage separation app.

Help in promoting garbage reduction!
　 •Drain kitchen scraps of liquid before throwing them away.
　 •Separate even small pieces of paper into the Paper Garbage group.
　 •Avoid wasting food.

Special Issue

※The app is free of charge but 
mobile costs are the 
responsibility of the user.

Loaded with convenient functions such as how to 
separate garbage with ease and collection dates you 
can view on your smartphone or other devices.
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Address: 3-8-1 Mihori-cho, Akishima city, Tokyo 196-0001
Operating hours for garbage disposal

TEL.042-541-1342

Environment Communication 
Center (Waste Management Section)

Sanitation Center

Inquiries about garbage separation
and bringing garbage to a specified area

Inquiries about everyday garbage collection
and oversized garbage collection

TEL.042-546-5300

Map to the Environmental
Communication Center

Seibu Haijima Line

Akishima station

Hajima Station

JR Ōme Line

JR Hachikō Line

Tamagawa-Josui

Haijima Dai-ni
Elementary School

Edo Kaido

Itsukaichi Kaido 

Environment 
Communication 
Center

Akishima fire station

Akishima Kaikan north side

Environment 
Communication 
Center

Entrance to Akishima Eco-park

Entrance to
garbage disposal

Detailed map

Entrance to Akishima Eco-park

Monday-Friday: 8:45am-11:30am
 1:00pm-4:00pm (3:30pm on holidays)
First, third Sunday: 8:45am-11:30am
 1:00pm-3:30pm
Saturdays, other Sundays, 29 Dec-3 Jan: Closed 
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For details on 
sorting and 

disposal, refer 
to pages 5 
through 12

Details on page 8Details on page 7Details on page 6Details on page 5

Details on page 9 Details on page 10 Details on page 11 through 12

Large bag
(40 liter)

1 set 
(10 bags)

600 yen
(60 yen/bag)

300 yen
(30 yen/bag)

　150 yen
(15 yen/bag)

70 yen
(7 yen/bag)

1 set 
(10 bags)

1 set 
(10 bags)

1 set 
(10 bags)

Medium bag
(20 liter)

Small bag
(10 liter)

Mini bag
(5 liter)

Type

Height 75cm
Width 45cm

Height 60cm
Width 33cm

Height 50cm
Width 28cm

Height 42cm
Width 18cm

Size of bag

Burnable trash1 Non-burnable trash2 Paper products4Plastics3

Recyclables5 Hazardous waste6 Bulk waste7

Price 
( Sales tax included)

Fees apply

Fees apply Fees applyFees apply

Free Free

Free

Sorting and disposal of recyclable
and trash in Akishima City

Quantity
Based Rates

Quantity
Based Rates

Quantity
Based Rates

For direct garbage drop-off 
at the Environment Communication Center

Bringing in directly 3 Features
When large amount of garbage is being disposed of, like when moving out, or when there is an 
urgent need to dispose of the garbage, or when you cannot take out the garbage according to the 
collection schedule, you can bring in the garbage to the Environmental Communication Center.
A fee is charged with respect to the volume of the garbage when you bring it in. 

Burnable trash, non-burnable trash and plastics must be collected in the designated bags (sold at cost).

City-wide individual residency pick up/collection (except at high occupancy housing).

7 Collection categories ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Specified collection bags required (Sold at the stores) ・・・・・・・・・

Individual residency pick up ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Deceased pets
Dogs and cats

For deceased pets, contact the Sanitation Center or bring them 
directly to the Environment Communication Center to have 

them cremated at a contracted facility.
A 3,000 yen fee per pet will be required.

１

３

２

４

Note when bringing in garbage

Fee Payment

Day of Operation

Items not accepted

●Your address will be verified through identity 
document, for example your driver's license.

●No appointments necessary.
●Sort your garbage before bringing them in.
●There is no need to use the specified collection 

bags.
●Bring in pruned branches and wood with a 

maximum thickness of 15cm at a maximum 
length of 1m, or pieces with a thickness 
between 15cm and 50cm at a maximum 
length of 50cm.

●For small garbage that are easily scattered, 
collect them in a transparent or semi-
transparent bag. 

●The disposing person is responsible for 
bringing in/unloading the garbage him/
herself.

●Payment Calculation
　10kg increments (rounded) cash only
　Bulk waste ticket is unnecessary

●Rates (Waste processing fees)
　Household  waste   20 yen /kg
　Commercial waste  30 yen /kg
　(Based on calculating at 250kg per 1m³ 

(5,000 yen) for Styrofoam)

●Paper products, tree trimming, 
recyclables which are collected normally 
without fee will be assessed fees

●Monday-Friday:
　8:45am-11:30am
　1:00pm-4:00pm
                (3:30pm on holidays)

●First, third Sunday:
　8:45am-11:30am
　1:00pm-3:30pm

●Closed:
　Saturdays, other Sunday, 29 Dec-3 Jan

●Waste product originated outside of city 
of Akishima

●Industrial waste and infectious waste

●Personal Computer
　(Refer to the page 13 thru 14)

●Items covered by the Home Appliance 
Recycling Law (Refer to the page 15)

　(Refrigerators, freezers, television sets, 
washing machines and dryers)

●Items which cannot be handled by the city
　(Refer to the page 16)

●Garbage in too large a quantity that can be a 
trouble to dispose of

●Please put the bags on your lot, not on the street, but 
near front entrance or just inside your gate.

●Please make sure therecyclable and 
trash bags are out before 8:30 a.m. 
according to the collection schedule 
calendar. (Shown on the right)

●If you require new service 
because of relocation or you are unclear about the 
collection process, please call the Clean Center (042-
541-1342).

●Please ask your management company about trash 
and recyclables collection at high occupancy housing.

Example location for trash/recyclable collection

House

Stairs

Stairs

Street 
surface

Street 
surface

House

HouseYard

House

Street Street

←Access road

＝Location for trash/recyclable

House House
House

Please refer to 
pages 17 thru 18

 for the stores 
with supplies

Burnable trash 
only bag

 Pink (translucent)

Non-burnable trash 
only bag

Orange (translucent)

Plastics 
exclusive bag

Purple (translucent)
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Fees apply Twice a weekFees apply Twice a weekFees apply Twice a week Fees applyFees applyFees apply Non-burnable trashBurnable trash Once 
a week
Once 

a week
Once 

a week

Caution when disposing Caution when disposing ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ Caution when disposing Caution when disposing ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

When you're not sure what or how to sort or disposeWhen you're not sure what or how to sort or dispose  ・・・・・・・・・・・・

●Diapers should be disposed of 
in specialized diaper bags, or in 
transparent or semi-transparent 
bags with "diaper" written on 
them (plastic bags are ok). They 
can then be collected for free.

●Grass, flowers, foliage, and tree 
trimming can be disposed free 
of charge.

●Waste that is made up of both metal and plastic, like pinch hangers, shaver blades, etc., should be 
sorted as non-combustible garbage.

●Secondhand clothing and old fabric collection box locations…Municipal office, the Environmental Communication Center, Aipokku, Fukujima Commmunity 
Center, Musashino Commmunity Center, Yamanokami Commmunity Center, KOTORI Hall (City Hall)/Kominkan (Refer to the page 19 thru 20)

●Apply materials such as cellophane tape to lighters 
(Disposing garbage 1), put in a transparent or semi-
transparent bag and fixate to a designated garbage 
bag when disposing (Disposing garbage 2).

●For knives and razors, 
please wrap the sharp 
edges with paper or 
cloth the dispose them 
in the designated bags.

●Sere as much water as possible.

Using a drying net Using a sink corner basket At the sink drainage

●Support is available for 
purchasing electric powered 
kitchen scrap processors 
and compost containers. 
Contact the Environment 
Communication Center 
(042-546-5300) for details. 

●The sorting of non-combustible garbage can be confusing. Some waste can be collected as long 
as it is put in the specified collection bag; some has to be collected as oversize garbage even if it 
fits in the bag; some has to have its battery removed. 

　　When in doubt, contact the Environmental Communication Center (042-546-5300).

※Refer to page 21 for detail.

Up to
two bundles
per collection

Up to
two bags
per collection

カ
イ

ロ

カ
イ

ロ

乾燥剤

  たべられません。

Kitchen garbage and shellfish shells Metals and ceramics

Non-recyclable paper 
(photographic paper, soiled paper)

Rubber products, 
PVC and shoes 

Leather products 
 (clothing is considered 

burnable)
Blu-ray・DVD・
CD・MD・MO

Sanitary incineration needed House hold electronics and toys
※Batteries must be removed and disposed as hazardous waste

Lumber

Clothing/fabrics

Glass ware and
sheet glass

Others Others

※There are 8 areas which collect 
secondhand clothing and old 
fabric in the city.

Please use the designated collection 
bag (pink) for burnable trash

Please use the designated collection 
bag (orange) for non-burnable trash

Please refer to 
pages 17 thru 18

 for the stores 
with supplies

Please refer to 
pages 17 thru 18

 for the stores 
with supplies

キケンTo reduce raw garbage output To reduce raw garbage output ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

What can be collectedWhat can be collected ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ What can be collectedWhat can be collected  ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

ペペ
ッットト

砂砂ペ
ット

砂

Disposing garbage 1

Disposing garbage 2
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Fees applyFees applyFees apply Free 4 Week 
RotationFree 4 Week 
RotationFree 4 Week 
RotationPaper productsPlastics Once 

a week
Once 

a week
Once 

a week

Caution when disposing Caution when disposing ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Please use the designated collection 
bag (purple) for plastics

●Waste that is made up of both metal and plastic, like pinch hangers, shaver blades, etc., should be sorted as non-combustible garbage.
●Take efforts such as refusing unnecessary plastic and selecting items with simple containers to reduce plastic garbage.

Various containers

Styrofoam

Durable plastics

Vinyl bags and plastic bags

Products with the sign above

Others

●Please wash dirty plastics 
before disposing.
(If unable to clean, 
please dispose as 
burnable trash.)

●Items made with several materials are considered 
non-burnable.

●Shredded paper must be put in a 
non-brown paper or vinyl bag for it 
to be collected.

●Please sort paper with vinyl or 
plastic coating or very dirty paper 
as the burnable.

●Sort as cardboard and kraft paper 
if one side is brown paper.

●Please tie news papers with string and not in the bags 
came with them.

●Put advertisement with news paper.

●Put magazines and direct mail ads in general paper 
trash.

●Treat  as  cardboard i f  c ross  sec t ion is 
corrugated even if the color is not brown.

●Sort as cardboard and kraft paper if one side is 
brown paper.

●Please sort waxed, badly dirty or foiled paper 
as burnable trash.

●For packaging that produces smell, like 
those containing detergent, dispose of as 
combustible garbage.

●Please tie with strings.
　(Please do not use packaging tapes)

※Cartons with aluminum coating or brown paper are burnables.
※For cartons with a plastic cap, the plastic part must be cut apart and collected as plastic garbage.

●Batteries can cause fire. Make sure 
to remove them and take them out 
as hazardous garbage.

Please refer to 
pages 17 thru 18

 for the stores 
with supplies

Cross section

Corrugated 

Step
s for p

rep
ara

tion
Empty and rinse１ Cut open the carton２ ３ Dry Collected eve 

on rainy days
Papers can be wet.
Please bring 
them out as 
usual even 
with rain.
Please do not 
put in a vinyl bag.

Disposing
garbage 1

Tie up with a string when
disposing

Put small pieces of paper in
magazines when disposing

Put in a paper bag
(except for brown paper bags)
when disposing

Disposing
garbage 2

Disposing
garbage 3

What can be collectedWhat can be collected  ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ Check list for collection preparationCheck list for collection preparation ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

M
agazines and

general paper trash
N

ew
s papers

Cardboard and kraft paper
M

ilk
 carton

s

●Milk cartons are collected on cardboard and kraft paper day. Dispose of only milk cartons without 
mixing in cardboard or kraft paper.

●Please refer to the [Recyclable and Trash Collection Schedule Calendar] for schedule details.

Magazines and 
general paper trash News papers

Cardboard and 
kraft paperMilk cartons
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FreeFreeFree Once 
a week
Once 

a week
Once 

a week
Dispose on the collection day for Non-burnable and Plastic Garbage.

FreeFreeFree Once 
a week
Once 

a week
Once 

a weekHazardous wasteRecyclables

Check list for collection preparationCheck list for collection preparation ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

●Please empty out contents and rinse.

●Please make sure no cigarettes butts inside.

●Please sort paint cans and oil cans as non-combustible 
garbage.

●Take apart the cap, drain the container, and rinse before 
taking it out.

●Please sort metal caps as non-burnable and plastic ones as 
plastics.

●For milky-colored bottles for cosmetics, bottles for medicine, 
crystal bottles, and heat-resistant bottles, sort them as non-
combustible garbage.

●Please empty out contents and rinse.

●Please remove labels and caps, then sort as plastics.

●Please empty out contents, rinse PET bottles for sauces and 
oils.

●Tapes are collected with recyclables because tapes can 
damage the machines during the decomposition process 
although they are essentially made of plastics.

●Place paper cases in Paper Garbage and
　plastic cases in Plastic Garbage.

●Dispose after using completely.

●If the contents inside are not used up, make it clear that there 
are contents remaining inside.

●There is no need to make a hole.

●Put in a bag separate from cans, glass bottles, plastic bottles 
and video tapes.

Dispose in a transparent or semi-transparent bag. It is acceptable to put items together in 
the same bag except for spray cans.

10

C
a

n
s

B
o
ttle

s
Sp

ra
y can

s
V

ideo tapes etc.
PET b

ottles

Check list for collection preparationCheck list for collection preparation ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

How to dispose of lithium ion batteries How to dispose of lithium ion batteries ((rechargeable typerechargeable type)) ・・・・・・・・・・

●Please put in clear or translucent bags and clearly mark [hazardous waste] 
on the bags.

●Please sort the boxes for fluorescent lights as cardboard.

●Please sort incandescent light bulbs and glow lamps as non-burnable.

●Remove the batteries from small rechargeable electronic appliances larger 
than 30cm and they are then treated as Unburnable Garbage.

●If able to remove from electronic equipment
　Put out as Hazardous Waste after insulating using the following methods.

●If unable to remove from electronic equipment.
　Items such as electric shavers, electric toothbrushes and electronic cigarettes which have built-in rechargeable batteries that cannot be removed are to 

be disposed of as-is and treated as Hazardous Waste. Small rechargeable electronic appliances larger than 30cm are treated as Unburnable Garbage.

When there is residual electricity in items such as lithium ion batteries, 
short circuits occur when terminals touch each other generating heat and 
sparks. This is very dangerous so we ask for your cooperation.

Cover this electrode 
part with materials 
such as vinyl tape!

Complete. Apply so 
the entire electrode 
part is covered.

Fluorescent lights
Dry battery cells and 

button batteries

Mercury thermometers, 
thermometers, and 

blood pressure gauges
Rechargeable 

batteries

Electric shavers Electric toothbrushes Handheld fans

Computer batteries

Electronic cigarettes

An example of insulation

Mobile batteries

Small rechargeable electronic appliances (up to 30cm in size) with batteries that cannot be removed

Nicad 
batteries

NiMH 
batteries

Lithium ion 
batteries

Garbage which can be collected Garbage which can be collected ((examplesexamples)) ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
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も く じBulk wasteSticker 
fee apply
Sticker 

fee apply
Sticker 

fee apply
Appointment 
by telephone 

Monday - Friday

Appointment 
by telephone 

Monday - Friday

Appointment 
by telephone 

Monday - Friday

Beds, mattressesFutons Beds, mattresses

Microwaves

Bicycles

Sewing machines Others

Garbage which can be collected Garbage which can be collected ((examplesexamples)) ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Garbage which cannot be collected Garbage which cannot be collected ((examplesexamples)) ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

●Personal Computer (Refer to the page 13 thru 14)

●Refrigerators, freezers, television sets, washing machines and dryers (Refer to the page 15)

●Other garbage uncollectable by the city (Refer to the page 16)

●Garbage from businesses

Where to bring it: Environment Communication Center
3-8-1 Miihorii cho   TEL 042-546-5300
Prior reservation is not required.
When bringing garbage in,
we will check your address through means
such as your driver's license.
Refer to page 3 for details.

Day of Operation
●Monday-Friday (Including national holidays, Excluding December 29 to January 3):
　　8:45am-11:30am, 1:00pm-4:00pm (3:30pm on holidays)
●First, third Sunday:
　　8:45am-11:30am, 1:00pm-3:30pm
●Closed:　
　　Saturdays, other Sunday, 29 Dec-3 Jan

Disposing garbage 1))  Bringing it to a designated centerBringing it to a designated center  ・・・・・・・

●Microwaves, sewing machines, air purifiers (that also dehumidify), fan heaters, and oil heaters are 
treated as Bulk Waste regardless of their size.

Edo Kaido

Haijima Dai-ni Elementary School◯文

Seib
u H

aiji
ma Li

ne

Seib
u H

aiji
ma Li

ne

Haijima Nisho Minami

Tamagawa-JosuiTamagawa-Josui

Eco-parkEco-park

Akishima station
JR Ōme Line

Akishima fAkishima firire ste stationation

Hajima Station

Environment
Communication Center
Environment
Communication Center

Disposing garbage 2))  Requesting collectionRequesting collection  ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Try this service before throwing something away!Try this service before throwing something away!  ・・・・・

Business garbage and items without a reservation will not be collected.

Place to accept : Clean Center    TEL 042-541-1342
Place a call to the Clean Center
(Clean Center  042-541-1342)

１

I'd like to 
get rid of a 
dresser...

Make an appointment for 
collection and check the rates

2

Purchase a bulk waste ticket3 Put out by 8:30AM on the day 
you reserved for collection.

4

Your appointment is 
on xx. Please purchase 

a bulk waste ticket 
for 1000 yen and put it 

on the dresser 
for collection.

Day of Operation
●Monday-Friday (Including national holidays)
　8:30am-5:15pm
　(Excluding December 29 to January 3)

●There are 500 yen and 1,000 
yen oversized garbage tickets 
available.
　Refer to page 17 for stores 

which offer these tickets.

●Write your name on the oversized garbage ticket and 
place the ticket in a highly visible area on the item to 
be collected.

●For detached homes, put out the 
oversized garbage on your premises 
such as in front of your entrance. For 
multiple-dwelling complexes, put out 
the Oversized Garbage in an area 
such as the garbage collection area.

We have a cooperation agreement with Jimoty, Inc., who runs a 
bulletin board called Jimoty. Even if you don't want your furniture 
or other such items anymore, there may be people nearby who 
need it.
Using Jimoty, we are pushing to reduce waste by encouraging 
citizens to reuse items between them.

● What is Jimoty?
It is a free community information site operated by Jimoty, Inc.
You can either give or receive unneeded items for free or for a 
charge.
For details on how to use this service, visit the Jimoty website 
(https://jmty.jp/) or scan the QR code below.
Jimoty involves transactions between individuals.
Please pay very close attention when using it so 
that no issues arise.

 ①

 ②

 ③

 ④

Jimoty website ➡

昭

島市
粗大ごみ処

理
券1,000円

Take something you're not using

and post it easily—for free!

When someone contacts you about the post,

you can give it directly to them in your area!
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も く じ

Major 
Manufacturer

Product

DYI PC, 
 defunked maker/brand, 

personal imports

Where to apply for recycling

Undesired 
personal 
computer Manufacturer's 

reception desk

Recycling comments 
at the 

manufacturer's facility
Post 
Office

①
Application

Payment for 
recycling
/recovery

②
Recovery 
(shipping) 
instruction

③

Yu Pack voucher④

 Packaging⑤  Drop off or pick up⑥

⑦

Each manufacturer's 
reception desk

Please refer to the web site or product's 
manual for each maker's reception 
desk. Association for the Advancement 
of 3R for Personal Computers noted 
below also help find the reception desk.

Association for the
Advancement of 3R for

Personal Computers
(Please avoid dialing wrong the number)

http://www.pc3r.jp

03-5282-7685

Not accepted
for collection
Not accepted
for collection
Not accepted
for collection

Not accepted
for drop off

Not accepted
for drop off

Not accepted
for drop offPersonal Computer

What to do with personal computers What to do with personal computers ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Akishima City does not collect personal computers. Please dispose of them using one of the following methods.

●Method 1: Make use of home delivery recycle services.

●Method 2: Make use of the manufacturer's recycle service.

※Fees are not assessed for personal computers manufactured after October 2003
　labeled with [PC Recycle Mark].

●Accepted items include desktop computers (machine and display) and notebook
　computers. Standard accessories like keyboard and mouse can also be recycled together.

●Keyboards and mice can be sorted and disposed as non-burnable trash.

●Batteries for notebook computers can be disposed of as hazardous garbage.

●Peripherals, such as printers and scanners, can be disposed as non-burnable trash in the 
designated collection bags. Please dispose the items too large for the collection bags as bulk 
waste.

MethodMethod 2 2)) To make use of the manufacturer's recycle serviceTo make use of the manufacturer's recycle service  ・・

Manufacturers' system for personal computer recycle from homeManufacturers' system for personal computer recycle from home

●Step 1: Applications are taken from the Renet Japan Recycle home page. When registering by fax, please use 
the specified form distributed at the 18 home appliance recycle boxes within the City (refer to pages 19 and 20.)

※Applications are not taken over the phone.

●Step 2: Place the items to be recycled into the cardboard package. (The package's dimensions 
should add up to be less than 140cm, and weight less than 20kg)

●Step 3: Home delivery service will come and collect the package at your home.

●Payment can be made by credit cards, online bank transfer, or cash.
　(If registered by fax, only cash will be accepted)
※For details, refer to the Renet Japan Recycle home page (http://www.renet.jp/) or call 

0570-085-80 (charges apply).

We have cooperation agreements with the nationally certified Renet Japan Recycle based on the Small Home 
Appliance Recycling Act for collecting and recycling small household appliances.
In addition to personal computers, Renet Japan handles more than 400 types of items, including 
cell phones. One box size worth of items can be recycled for free if the items include a personal 
computer. (Collection charges apply when a computer is not included)

Method 1Method 1)) To make use of home delivery recycle services  ・・・

1 Register 2 Place the items in the package 3 Package collected by Sagawa Express

Collection at your desired time! As early as the next day!

18 recycle boxes are set up across the City to collect small electronic appliances.
For more information on recycling facilities, refer to pages 19 and 20.

●Small appliances that can be collected Small appliances that can be collected ((52 items52 items))
Smartphone, PHS, other cell phone, telephone instrument, 
FAX, digital camera, personal video camera, CCD camera, 
console video game machine, handheld video game machine, 
game controller, game software cartridge, digital audio player,
 voice recorder, card reader, Blu-ray disc drive, DVD disc drive, 
MO disc drive, FD drive, USB, memory card, HDD, smart watch, 
running watch, digital pedometer, electronic thermometer (for body), 
electronic blood pressure gauge, electronic thermometer (for air), portable TV, 
DTV converter box, CS tuner, BS tuner, cable TV tuner, Blu-ray recorder, DVD recorder, 
CD recorder, MD recorder, HDD recorder, VHS player, cassette player, modem, router, 
radio, electronic dictionary, electronic organizer, e-book reader, calculator, tablet, 
motherboard, AC adapter, power cable, accessories such as a charger

※Items which do not fit into the opening (15cm high x 30cm wide) cannot be collected.

Recycle of Small Electronic AppliancesRecycle of Small Electronic Appliances
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Refrigerators, freezers, television sets, washing machines and dryers 
are not handled by the city. 
Please consider the following for disposal.

●Method 1: Ask the store to take when purchasing new ones.

●Method 2: Ask the store from which the purchase was made to take.

●Method 3: In case you bring items to one of the collection facilities 
   designated by the City　

●Method 4: Request a special collection agent/operator.

Agent name Location Phone
Harashima gumi (Harashima Co., Ltd.)

Fuji shoji Co., Ltd.

Hikari Company Ltd.

Tanabe Shoten Co., Ltd. (Tanabe Group)

1-14-6 Nakagami Cho, Akishima City

3-1-6 Mihori Cho, Akishima City

101 Kameda Bldg., 5-8-17 Matsubara-cho Akishima city

5-5-1 Ichiban-cho, Tachikawa city

042-541-7875
042-500-5671
042-544-2577
042-520-0075

Appliances to be recycled
Air conditioners

TVs

Refrigerators/Freezers

Washers/Dryers for clothes

   990yen
1,320yen
3,740yen
2,530yen

Charges per item (in yen)

～

～

～

～

9,900yen
3,700yen
6,149yen
3,300yen

(As of June, 2022)

(As of June, 2022)

Refrigerators, freezers, television sets, 
washing machines and dryers

Items covered by the Home
Appliance Recycling Law

Not accepted
for collection
Not accepted
for collection
Not accepted
for collection

Not accepted
for drop off

Not accepted
for drop off

Not accepted
for drop off

Not accepted
for collection

Not accepted
for drop off

Not accepted
for collection

Not accepted
for drop off

Not accepted
for collection

Not accepted
for drop off

Items difficult
to dispose of

●The following items are not collected by the city. Please contact the store at which you purchased the item or a specialized company.What to do with major household appliancesWhat to do with major household appliances ・・・・・・・

Steps for method 3 3)) ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Steps for method 44))  To ask for home delivery ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

●Step 1: Purchase Home Appliance Recycle Ticket at a Post office.

●Step 2: Fill out the required fields and attach to the appliance.

●Step 3: Contact the following number beforehand, and bring the item to the designated collection location.

Recycling Charges (tax included)
Recycling charges may vary depending on 
the size, manufacturer, etc. of each
Please check the manufacturer and model 
number and purchase a Home Appliance 
Recycle Ticket at a post office.

When you would like garbage to 
be picked up at your residence, 
contact one of the companies 
listed on the right. In addition 
to recycling fees, there are also 
collection and transportation fees. 
Contact the company for details.

Nittsu Tokyo West Transportation Co., Ltd. Tachikawa
Handling Office
935-1 Izumi-cho,　Tachikawa City
Building 222, Tachihi Real Estate
Tel: 042-524-3217

※Please check the opening 
   days/hours before you
   bring in the garbage. 

In case you bring items to one of the collection facilities designated by the City

Itsukaichi-kaido Ave.

Izumi-Izumi-
Taiikukan Taiikukan 
StationStation

Tachihi 
Station

Takamatsu Takamatsu 
StationStation

Tokyo Tokyo 
District District 
CourCourt

Tachikawa Tachikawa 
City HallCity Hall

TachikawaTachikawa
-Kita-Kita
StationStation

Nanboku Road

Tachikawa 
Tax Office

JR Chuo LineTachikawa
Station

Nishi 
Tachikawa 
Station

Showa Kinen Park

Higashi-Higashi-
Nakagami Nakagami 
StationStation

Nakagami 
StationShin Okutama-kaido Ave. 

Shin Okutama-kaido Ave. 

Okutama-kaido Ave.

Okutama-kaido Ave.

Propane gas tanks

Fire extinguishers

Injection syringe and
Injection needle

Waste oil

Car and motorcycle battery

Vault

Cinder blocks, dirt, sand pebbles,
Pickling stone, cement, construction scraps

CO2 cylinders (aerosol spray cans) Toner cartridges

Automobiles and motorcycles 
(including parts)

Agricultural chemicals,
medicine, etc

Piano
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List of places which offer designated collection bags
and oversized garbage tickets The following stores handle all the designated collection bags (set of 10)

1Pc - Sells single collection bags
Ticket - Sells bulk waste ticket

※The list of places which offer designated collection bags and oversized garbage tickets is also 
available on the city's home page.
　You can also search for places with the Gomi Kanren Map on the garbage separation app. List of places

No. Store Name Address 1Pc Tickettienda
1 Sun Drug Seibu Tachikawa Location Mihori-cho 1−1−1  Yaoko Seibu Tachikawa Ekimae Location 2F
2 Seven Eleven Akishima Mihori-cho 1-chome Location Mihori-cho 1−14−7 ●●
3 Family Mart Mihori-cho 4-chome Location Mihori-cho 4−1−1 ●●
4 Family Mart Akishima Mihori-cho Location Mihori-cho 4−13−41 ●●
5 Kadoyanagi Mitsuda Shoten Mihori-cho 5−19−4 ●● ●●
6 Family Mart Seibu Haijima Location Mihori-cho 5−21−2 ●●
7 Family Mart Akishima Konita Location Haijima-cho 3−2−2 ●●
8 Kadoyanagi Shoten Haijima-cho 3−5−1 ●●
9 Seven Eleven Akishima Haijima-cho 4-chome Location Haijima-cho 4−17−28 ●●
10 Aoki Yohinten Haijima-cho 5−10−26
11 Sun Drug Akishima Matsubara-cho Location Matsubara-cho 1−4−13
12 Seven Eleven Akishima Matsubara-cho 1-chome Location Matsubara-cho 1−6−13 ●●
13 Yasuno Apparel Akishima Location Matsubara-cho 1−7−5  Uoriki Market
14 Noda Shoten Matsubara-cho 1−27−2 ●● ●●
15 Miyamatsu Shoten Matsubara-cho 2−8−27
16 Drug Seims Akishima Location Matsubara-cho 2−12−13 ●●
17 Ito Yokado Haijima Location Matsubara-cho 3−2−12
18 TAIRAYA Haijima Location Matsubara-cho 3−5−1
19 Inomata Shoten Matsubara-cho 4−8−6
20 Seven Eleven Haijima Station Minamiguchi Location Matsubara-cho 4−11−10
21 Lawson Store 100 Haijima Minamiguchi Location Matsubara-cho 4−11−14
22 Uchide Matsubara-cho 4−11−16
23 Family Mart Haijima Station Minamiguchi Location Matsubara-cho 4−14−6 ●●
24 Sashidaen Midori-cho 1−3−13 ●●
25 Lawson Akishima Midori-cho 1-chome Location Midori-cho 1−11−15 ●●
26 Family Mart Akishima Midori-cho Location Midori-cho 2−1−17 ●●
27 Seven Eleven Akishima Midori-cho 2-chome Location Midori-cho 2−30−23 ●●
28 Mini Stop Akishima Midori-cho 3-chome Location Midori-cho 3−4−17 ●●
29 Liquor % Foods Otake Midori-cho 3−22−1
30 Uchino Midori-cho 4−4−31
31 Kotobukiya Midori-cho 4−19−16 ●● ●●
32 Yomiuri Center Haijima Midori-cho 5−9−10
33 Lawson Akishima Midori-cho 5-chome Location Midori-cho 5−17−14 ●●
34 Seven Eleven Akishima Jogawara 2-chome Location Jogawara-cho 2−1−1 ●●
35 Shimoda Jogawara-cho 2−14−9
36 Tsutsujigaoka Heights Kita Jutaku Kanri Kumiai Office （only bulk garbage tickets） Tsutsujigaoka 2−4−16 ●●
37 Hikari Denki Tsutsujigaoka 3−5−6 ●●
38 Kubota Rice Location Ogami-cho 4−9−1
39 Family Mart Akishima Tanaka-cho Location Tanaka-cho 1−21−2 ●●
40 Marufuji Akishima Shiyakusho-dori Location Tanaka-cho 1−30−1
41 Drug Seims Akishima Tanaka-cho Location Tanaka-cho 2−1−5 ●●
42 Seven Eleven Akishima Tanaka-cho 2-chome Location Tanaka-cho 2−10−41 ●●
43 Family Mart Akishima Tanaka-cho Danchi Iriguchi Location Tanaka-cho 2−23−9 ●●
44 Shinzawa Pharmacy Tanaka-cho Location Tanaka-cho 3−5−17−108
45 OK Akishima Location Tanaka-cho 3−8−5
46 Shimachu Homes Akishima Location Tanaka-cho 3−8−5
47 Ito Yokado Akishima Location Tanaka-cho  562−1
48 Matsumoto Kiyoshi Mori Town Akishima Location Tanaka-cho  562−1 Main Building 1F
49 Seven Eleven Akishima Station Kitaguchi Location Tanaka-cho  562−8 ●●
50 Seven Eleven Akishima Showa no Mori Location Tanaka-cho  602−9 ●●
51 Lawson Akishima Showa-cho 2-chome Location Showa-cho 2−2−6
52 Drug Seims Akishima Ekimae Location Showa-cho 2−3−8 ●●
53 Family Mart Akishima Ekimae Location Showa-cho 2−5−2 ●●
54 Seven Eleven Akishima Station Minamiguchi Location Showa-cho 2−5−12 ●●
55 Montpar Showa-cho 4−7−1  Akishima Municipal Health & Welfare Center
56 Nagatsuka Shoten Showa-cho 5−5−1 ●● ●●
57 Seven Eleven Akishima Musashino  2-chome Location Musashino  2−8−19 ●●
58 Seven Eleven Akishima Musashino  3-chome Location Musashino  3−2−39 ●●
59 Akabane Shoten Musashino  3−5−1  Santama General Foods Wholesale Market
60 Tama Jiryo Musashino  3−7−11 ●●
61 Family Mart Akishima Musashino  Location Musashino  3−10−8 ●●
62 Okigataya Beikoku Location Nakagami-cho 1−6−3
63 Matsumoto Kiyoshi Akishima Nakagami-cho Location Nakagami-cho 1−23−16
64 TAIRAYA Tsukuji Location Nakagami-cho 1−24−23
65 Sun Drug Nakagami 2-chome Location Nakagami-cho 2−16−3
66 Mami Mart Akishima Nakagami Location Nakagami-cho 2−19−26
67 Ebisu Rest House Carna Nakagami-cho 1139−53

No. Store Name Address 1Pc Tickettienda
68 Ecos Akishima Location Nakagami-cho 1149−1
69 Family Mart Akishima Nakagami-cho Shinbata Location Nakagami-cho 1157−5 ●●
70 Seven Eleven Akishima Nakagami-cho Location Nakagami-cho 1167−3 ●●
71 Drug Seims Nakagami Station Kitaguchi Location Nakagami-cho 1174−9 ●●
72 Lawson Three F Akishima Nakagami Station Kitaguchi Location Nakagami-cho 1177−14 ●●
73 Seven Eleven Nakagami Station Kitaguchi Location Nakagami-cho 1180-4 ●●
74 Lawson Three F Akishima Nakagami Location Nakagami-cho 1185 ●●
75 Family Mart Akishima Nakagami-cho Location Nakagami-cho 1294−1 ●●
76 Sun Drug Nakagami Location Nakagami-cho 1380−1
77 TAIRAYA Nakagami Location Nakagami-cho 1380−5
78 Family Mart Akishima Higashi Bunka-dori Location Nakagami-cho 1388−3 ●●
79 Family Mart Akishima Miyazawa 1-chome Location Miyazawa-cho 1−20−7 ●●
80 Seven Eleven Akishima Miyazawa-cho Location Miyazawa-cho 2−37−13 ●● ●●
81 Nakamuraya Main Location Miyazawa-cho 2−39−28 ●●
82 Family Mart Akishima Suwamatsu Naka-dori Miyazawa-cho  484−3 ●●
83 The Big Akishima Location Miyazawa-cho 500−1
84 Seven Eleven Akishima Nakagami Station Minamiguchi Location Asahi-cho 1−2−14 ●●
85 Kurosaki Shoten Asahi-cho 1−2−17
86 Suzuyasu Metal Materials Asahi-cho 1−4−3
87 Family Mart Nakagami Ekimae Location Asahi-cho 1−6−1
88 Igetaya Asahi-cho 1−10−4 ●●
89 Oiya Asahi-cho 1−10−4 ●●
90 Seven Eleven Akishima Asahi-cho 2-chome Location Asahi-cho 2−3−14 ●●
91 Welcia Akishima Asahi-cho Location Asahi-cho 2−3−19
92 Inageya Akishima Nakagami Location Asahi-cho 3−1−26
93 Ando Kome （Ando Shoten） Asahi-cho 3−6−1 ●●
94 Akishima Noshiro Asahi-cho 3−7−15 ●●
95 Motokiya Liquors Asahi-cho 4−1−1
96 Lawson Akishima Asahi-cho 4-chome Location Asahi-cho 4-24-19 ●●
97 Seven Eleven Akishima Fukujima-cho 1-chome Location Fukujima-cho 1−22−11 ●●
98 White Kyubin Higashi Nakagami Location Fukujima-cho 1011−24 ●● ●●
99 Kaburaki Pharmacy Fukujima-cho 1014−24

100 Nakagawa Metals Fukujima-cho 1014−26 ●● ●●
101 Seven Eleven Higashi Nakagami Station Kitaguchi Location Fukujima-cho 1014−34 ●●
102 Asahido Drug Gochi-cho 2−25−18
103 Ishii Shoten Gochi-cho 2−33−15 ●●
104 Seiyu Shoten （Kome no Shimizu） Azuma-cho 3−1−9 ●● ●●
105 Harashima Cigarettes Azuma-cho 3−2−14 ●● ●●
106 Lawson Akishima Azuma-cho 3-chome Location Azuma-cho 3−5−10
107 Welpark Nishi Tachikawa Location Azuma-cho 3−5−22
108 Kitagawa Shoten Azuma-cho 4−2−5 ●●
109 Seven Eleven Akishima Azuma-cho ４-chome Location Azuma-cho 4−7−5 ●●
110 Seven Eleven Akishima Azuma-cho ５-chome Location Azuma-cho 5−9−12 ●● ●●
111 Family Mart Higashi Nakagami Ekimae Location Tamagawa-cho 1−1−13 ●●
112 Yamamoto Liquors Tamagawa-cho 1−8−1−110 ●●
113 Cycle Shop Sanyu Tamagawa-cho 1−15−3 ●●
114 Kusuribukuro Shoten Tamagawa-cho 3−11−7 ●●
115 Mizumura Meat Tamagawa-cho 3−25−12
116 Lawson Store 100 Higashi Nakagami Location Tamagawa-cho 4−1−2
117 Jujido Pharmacy Tamagawa-cho 4−2−2 ●●
118 Sankyodo Drug Tamagawa-cho 4−4−2
119 Confectionary Marumiya Tamagawa-cho 4−4−3
120 Marufuji Higashi Nakagami Location Tamagawa-cho 4−5−1 ●●
121 Seven Eleven Akishima Tamagawa-cho 5-chome Location Tamagawa-cho 5−6−7 ●● ●●
122 Family Mart Akishima Tamagawa-cho Location Tamagawa-cho 5−10−32 ●●
123 Nakano Fuel Tamagawa-cho 5−18−10
124 CREATE SD Akishima Mokusei-no-Mori Location Mokusei-no-Mori 2-6-1
125 Welcia Nishi-Tachikawa Station Minamiguchi Location Fujimi-cho 1-35-13, Tachikawa City
126 OK Tachikawa Fujimi-cho Location Tachikawa-shi Fujimi-cho 6−50−28
127 Marufuji Kumagawa Minami Location Fussa-shi Kumagawa 158−1 ●●
128 Seven Eleven Fussa Kumagawa Location Fussa-shi Kumagawa 206−1

(As of June, 2022)
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Collection centers Collection is carried out at the following locations to reduce garbage.
Bring your items to be collected during operating hours.

Environment Communication CenterEnvironment Communication CenterEnvironment Communication Center
3-8-1 Mihori-Cho
TEL:042-546-5300

3-10-2 Showa-cho
TEL:042-545-0230

5-6-20 Asahi-cho
TEL:042-544-7200

4-23-28 Asahi-cho
TEL:042--543-6111

1282 Nakagami-cho
TEL:042-544-9416

3-10-15 Tamagawa-cho
TEL:042-544-3748

1-19-1 Fujimi-cho
☎042-546-2264

2-6-11 Mihori-Cho
TEL:042-543-0755

4-7-1 Showa-cho
TEL:042-544-5126

3-7-7 Tsutsuji-gaoka
TEL:042-546-1711

1172-1 Nakagami-cho
TEL:042-500-4320

1136-16 Nakagami-cho
TEL:042-545-4100

3-10-3 Haijima-cho
TEL:042-545-9848 1-17-1 Tanaka-cho

TEL:042-544-5111

4-13-26 Midori-cho
TEL:042-541-8799

2-4-13 Haijima-cho
TEL:042-541-1004

3-10-5 Ohgami-cho
☎042-544-5550

1-2-25 Matsubara-cho
TEL:042-544-0610

We collect used items from 
your household.
White polystyrene trays should 
be rinsed to prevent odors.
Lithium-ion batteries and 
other rechargeable batteries 
must be taken out as 
hazardous garbage because 
they may cause fire.

White polystyrene trays, fluorescent tubes,
dry battery cells, button batteries

White polystyrene trays, fluorescent tubes,
dry battery cells, button batteries Refer to page 14 for eligible 

items.

Small household appliancesSmall household appliances
We collect genuine ink cartridges 
used in home ink jet printers from 
the following four companies.
We cannot collect refurbished 
products or toner cartridges.

Ink cartridgesInk cartridges
We collect secondhand clothing and 
old fabric that has been washed 
and is not stained or ripped.
We can collect the following:
We cannot collect wet items or 
items with company or personal 
names on them.

Secondhand clothing and old fabricSecondhand clothing and old fabric
We collect used postcards and 
envelopes, including New 
Year's cards, as these have 
personal information written on 
them and are difficult to put 
out with general paper trash.
We can collect the following:

PostcardsPostcards
We collect food that cannot be finished at 
home and give it to projects that provide 
meals to impoverished children within the city.
The following can be collected (excludes 
bottled foods):

Food driveFood drive

Secondhand clothing and
old fabric collection box
Secondhand clothing and
old fabric collection box

Brother, Canon,
Epson and Hewlett-Packard Japan

Postcards (also those with photos or 
pressure bonding), envelopes (also 
those that are brown or have windows)

Suits, shirts, skirts, trousers, sweaters, 
jackets, coats, tailored kimono, 
handkerchiefs, scarves, lightweight 
scarves, sheets, towels, blankets, etc.

Food which has 1 month or more 
before expiring and is unopened
Examples: Canned foods, instant foods, 
pre-packaged foods, seasonings, sweets, 
drinks, dried noodles, dried foods, rice (that 
was milled within the last two years), etc.

Ink cartridge collection box

Used postcard
box 

Small 
household
appliance 
collection box
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Tama RiverTama River

Clean CenterClean Center
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Tamagawa Josui
Tamagawa Josui

Seibu Haijima Line

MatsubaraMatsubara
MihoriMihori

Haijima

Midori

Haijima

Midori

OogamiTanaka OogamiTanaka
Fukujima

Nakagami

Fukujima

Nakagami

MiyazawaMiyazawa

AsahiAsahi

ShowaShowa
JogawaraJogawara

Azuma

Gochi

Tamagawa

Azuma

Gochi

Tamagawa

MusashinoMusashino

Tsutsujiga
Oka
Tsutsujiga
Oka

HaijimaHaijima

TsukijiTsukiji

NakagamiNakagami

Miyazawa

Ogami

Miyazawa

Ogami

TanakaTanaka

Showa ParkShowa Park

Matsubara-cho
Community Center
Matsubara-cho
Community Center

Childcare Plaza
nashinoki
Childcare Plaza
nashinoki

Children's Center
Palette
Children's Center
Palette

Yamanokami
Commmunity Center
Yamanokami
Commmunity Center
Yamanokami
Commmunity Center

Fujimi
Commmunity Center
Fujimi
Commmunity Center
Fujimi
Commmunity Center

Akishima City
government office
Akishima City
government office
Akishima City
government office

Musashino
Commmunity Center
Musashino
Commmunity Center
Musashino
Commmunity Center

Nakagami
Land Readjustment
Office

Nakagami
Land Readjustment
Office

Nakagami
Land Readjustment
Office

Midori Commmunity CenterMidori Commmunity CenterMidori Commmunity Center
Showa Commmunity
Center
Showa Commmunity
Center
Showa Commmunity
Center

Horikoh
Community Center
Horikoh
Community Center
Horikoh
Community Center

Fukujima
Commmunity Center

Asash
Commmunity Center

Fukujima
Commmunity Center
Fukujima
Commmunity Center

Asashi
Commmunity Center
Asashi
Commmunity Center

Labor for Commerce
and Industry Civic Center
Labor for Commerce
and Industry Civic Center
Labor for Commerce
and Industry Civic Center

Water DepartmentWater DepartmentWater Department

Haijima
Commmunity Center
Haijima
Commmunity Center
Haijima
Commmunity Center

KOTORI Hall (Citizens' Hall)
/Community Cente
KOTORI Hall (Citizens' Hall)
/Community Center
KOTORI Hall (Citizens' Hall)
/Community Center

AipokkuAipokkuAipokku

Oogami
Commmunity Center
Oogami
Commmunity Center
Oogami
Commmunity Center

Tamagawa
Commmunity Center
Tamagawa
Commmunity Center
Tamagawa
Commmunity Center

Mokusei no moriMokusei no mori

List of collection centers

Place name

Items collected
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Environment Communication Center ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Midori Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● − − −

Yamanokami Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● − ● −

Haijima Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● − − −

Akishima City government office ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Oogami Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● − − −

Aipokku ● ● ● ● ● ● ● −

Showa Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● − − −

Labor for Commerce and Industry Civic Center ● ● ● ● ● − − −

Water Department ● ● ● ● ● − − −

Asahi Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● − − −

Tamagawa Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● − ● −

Fukujima Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● ● ● −

Fujimi Commmunity Center ● ● ● ● ● − − −

Musashino Commmunity Center − − − ● ● ● ● −

Nakagami Land Readjustment Office ● ● ● ● ● − − −

KOTORI Hall (Citizens' Hall)/Community Center ● ● ● ● ● ● ● −

Horikoh Community Center ● ● ● ● ● − − −
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Dictionary for
garbage sorting

Dictionary for
garbage sorting

Dictionary for
garbage sorting

Dictionary for
garbage sorting

City of AkishimaExemption
/reduction

Exemption
/reduction

Exemption
/reduction

Exemption
/reduction

Exemption
/reduction

Exemption
/reduction

Exemption and 
reduction of fees

Akishima-shi Environmental Communication Center
3-8-1 Mihori-cho, Akishima city, Tokyo 196-0001

Tel: 042-546-5300

Enquiries on garbage sorting:

When is a bag too full?When is a bag too full?

It's too full when garbage
does not fit in below the
handles.

It's too full when garbage
does not fit in below the
handles.

Between these lines is OKBetween these lines is OK

When is a bag too full?

ー Places to get diaper garbage bags and volunteer garbage bags ー
Place name Diaper bags Volunteer bags

City Government's Environment Division ● ●
City office (Child Raising Support Department) ●
Environment Communication Center ● ●
Eastern Branch ● ●
Water Department ● ●
Nakagami Land Management Office ● ●
KOTORI Hall (Citizens' Hall), Community Center ● ●
Aipokku ● ●
Commerce and Industry Workers' Community Center ● ●
Children's Center Palette ● ●
Matsubaracho Community Center ● ●
any of the municipal halls (Fujimi, Tamagawa, 
Asahi, Fukujima, Showa, Midori, Haijima, 
Ohgami, Horimuko, Musashino, Yamanokami)

● ●

Hiroba Nashinoki Division for the Support of Child-rearing ●

Diaper bags/Volunteer bags Diaper bags/Volunteer bags ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

Designated collection bags, and bringing in garbage and petsDesignated collection bags, and bringing in garbage and pets  ・・・・・・・

How to dispose of grass, flowers, foliage, and tree trimmingHow to dispose of grass, flowers, foliage, and tree trimming

●Diaper bags are distributed to the households with elderlies and babies who use diapers.
　・Diapers should be disposed of in specialized diaper bags, or in transparent or semi-transparent bags with 

"omutsu" written on them (plastic bags are ok). They can then be collected for free.
　・Diaper bags contain only diapers. Absolutely no other waste 

products be inside diaper bags. 

●Volunteer garbage bags can only be used for garbage from cleaning 
public areas such as streets and parks through organizations such as 
local government as well as group or individual volunteer activities.

　・Please sort the garbage when using volunteer bags.

※Diaper garbage bags are also available at the City Department Office when registering a birth.

●A fixed number of designated collection bags are distributed free of charge to the households that correspond to any of 
conditions (1) through (5).

　Contact the Clean Center (042-541-1342) for details.
●Fees for bringing in garbage and pets are exempted or reduced for the households that correspond to any of conditions (1) 

through (4).
　Please contact the Waste Management Section (042-546-5300) for the documents needed to apply.
　【Eligible households】

(1)Welfare recipient household (2)Childcare support recipient household
(3)Special childcare support recipient household 
(4)Households that are supported according to the laws to promote the smooth return of nationals remaining in China 

and to support the independence of permanently returned nationals from China and their spouses (excluding 
residents of specified facilities)

(5)Household whose member is a holder of either a physical disability handbook level 2 and above,  a handbook of love 2nd 
degree and above, or mental disability welfare handbook level 1, and was not assessed resident tax previous year.

To promote greener environment, grass, flowers, foliage, and tree trimming of the residents are collected free of charge. 
Please wipe the soil off of them before putting them out.

●Grass, flowers, and foliage must be disposed in clear or translucent bags. 2 bags per collection.
●Each pruned branch should be cut to no larger than 50cm in length and 10cm in
　diameter to be tied together in bundles no greater than 30cm in diameter. 
　Up to two bundles per collection are accepted.
●Additional fee is required for collection beyond quantity listed above.
　Please contact the Clean Center (042-541-1342) to apply.
　If you want to bring them in directly, refer to page 3.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

A Accordion doors Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Adhesive tape Burnable trash

Advertising 
leaflets inserted in 
newspapers

Magazines and
general paper trash

If newspapers are being disposed of, then the item may be 
included with them.

Agricultural 
chemical bottles Non-burnable trash Use up chemicals and rinse well with water before disposal.

Agricultura
chemicals

Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Air conditioners Not accepted
by the City

Dispose of the item in accordance with the Home Electronics 
Recycling Law.
Please refer to page 15 of How to sort and dispose of 
recyclables and trash for details.

Air conditioners 
(cooling function 
only)

Not accepted
by the City

Dispose of the item in accordance with the Home Electronics 
Recycling Law.
Please refer to page 15 of How to sort and dispose of 
recyclables and trash for details.

Air purifiers Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item does not have a dehumidifying function and fits in 
the collection bag designated by the City, it will be collected 
as non-burnable trash.

Albums Burnable trash Items with metals should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Aluminum foil
(for kitchen use) Non-burnable trash Remove food completely before disposal.

Aluminum sashes Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Animal cages Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Antennas Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City, it 
will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Artificial flowers Plastics Items with metals should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Artificial turf Non-burnable trash

Asbestos Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Ash Not accepted
by the City

Incense ash can be collected as burnable trash. Do not burn 
any other items yourself. It is prohibited.

Asphalt Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Astronomical
telescopes Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Atomizers Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item depending on the material.

Audio equipment Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

A Audio racks Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

B Baby baths Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Baby beds Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Baby carriages Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Baby chairs Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City, 
it will be collected as non-burnable trash. If wooden, as 
burnable trash.

Baby chests Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Baby strollers Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Backpacks Non-burnable trash

Bags Non-burnable trash

Ballpoint pens Non-burnable trash

Balls Non-burnable trash

Bamboo blinds Burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Bamboo brooms Burnable trash

Bamboo crafts Burnable trash

Bamboo swords Burnable trash Dispose of the item with at least half of it inside the collection 
bag designated by the City.

Bandages Burnable trash

Barbells Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Baseball bats (metal) Non-burnable trash

Dispose of the item, enclosing it fully in the collection bag 
designated by the City.
If it is made of wood, it should be collected as burnable trash, 
and if plastic, as plastics.
If it does not fit in the collection bag, it should be collected as 
bulk waste.

Baseball gloves Non-burnable trash

Bath heaters Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Bath mats Burnable trash

Bathroom scales Non-burnable trash

Bathtub covers Bulk waste

Disposal Charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City and 
is made of wood, it will be collected as burnable trash.
If plastic, as plastics.

Bathtubs Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Batteries Hazardous waste Whenever possible, return to the collection box of the dealer.

Battery chargers Non-burnable trash
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

B Beach mats Plastics

Beach umbrellas Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Bed frames Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Bed mattresses Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen, 500 yen without 
springs

Bedding
(futon) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as burnable trash.

Beer bottles Recyclables Whenever possible, return to the dealer; however broken 
items should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Beer cases Bulk waste
Disposal Charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. 
(042-541-1342) 
Return to the dealer whenever possible. 

Benches Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Beverage cartons Milk cartons
Rinse and cut open the carton, and dry before disposal. 
Cartons with aluminum coating inside should be disposed of 
as burnable trash.

Bicycle trailers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Bicycle tubes Non-burnable trash

Bicycles Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Billiard tables Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Binders Non-burnable trash

If the item can be disassembled, dispose of each part 
depending on its material.
The metal parts should be collected as non-burnable trash, 
the plastic parts as plastics and the paper parts as magazines 
and general paper trash; however either side of the paper is 
brown, it should be collected as cardboard.

Binoculars Non-burnable trash

Bird cages Non-burnable trash

If the item is made of bamboo, it should be collected as 
burnable trash.
If it does not fit in the collection bag designated by the City, it 
should be collected as bulk waste.

Blankets Burnable trash

Blind curtains Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Body fat scales Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Body warmers 
(disposable) Burnable trash

Bookcases Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Books Magazines and
general paper trash

Please consider selling at secondhand bookstores.
The front cover with plastic-coating should solely be collected 
as burnable trash.

Bookshelves Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

B
Bottles
(empty,
for beverage/food)

Recyclables

Excluding oil bottles. 
Use up the contents.
Remove the cap, rinse and dry the bottle before disposal.
Metal caps should be collected as non-burnable trash,
and plastic caps as plastics.

Bottles
(empty,other bottles) Non-burnable trash

Oil bottles, cosmetics and perfume bottles, drug bottles, 
crystal bottles, heat-resistant bottles, bottles for making fruit 
wine, etc.

Bottles
(for food,drinks, 
energy drinks)

Recyclables
Return beer bottles and issho (1.8-liter) bottles to the dealer. 
Broken bottles and metal caps should be collected as non-
burnable trash.

Bottles
(other bottles) Non-burnable trash

Oil bottles, cosmetics and perfume bottles, drug bottles, 
crystal bottles, heat-resistant bottles, bottles for making fruit 
wine, etc.

Bowling balls Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Boxes
(paper)

Magazines and
general paper trash

If the item is made of brown paper (either side of it is brown), 
it should be collected as cardboard. 
Metal boxes should be collected as non-burnable trash, and 
plastic boxes as plastics.

Bricks Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Brochures Magazines and
general paper trash

Broken bottles 
(glass) Non-burnable trash

Brooms Burnable trash Dispose of the item, enclosing it fully in the collection bag 
designated by the City.

Buckets Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Bug killer cans
(fumigator type) Non-burnable trash Ensure that the can is empty before disposal.

Business cards Magazines and
general paper trash

Button-cell batteries Hazardous waste Whenever possible, return to the dealer.

C Cable reels Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Calendars Magazines and
general paper trash

Remove metal fittings before disposal.
They should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Cameras Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Candles Burnable trash

Candy bags
(plastic) Plastics If the bag is not clean inside, it should be collected as burnable 

trash.

Candy boxes
(paper)

Magazines and
general paper trash

If the item is made of brown paper (either side of it is brown), 
it should be collected as cardboard.

Candy containers 
(tin) Recyclables

Cans
(for beverage/food) Recyclables

Use up the contents and rinse the can before disposal.
Cans up to half the size of itto (18-liter) cans should be collected 
as recyclables; oil cans and itto cans as non-burnable trash.

Cans
(spray cans) Recyclables Refer to Spray cans (hair mousse, gas canisters, aerosol bug 

killers, etc.) for details.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

C Cans
(other cans) Non-burnable trash Oil cans, itto (18-liter) cans, paint cans (excluding spray cans), 

wax cans, etc.

Car batteries Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Car oil Not accepted
by the City

Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.
If the remaining amount is small, let the oil be absorbed into 
cloth or paper and dispose of it as burnable trash using the 
collection bag designated by the City.

Car roof boxes Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Car roof racks Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Car wheels Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Carbon paper Burnable trash

Carbonless copy 
paper Burnable trash

Cardboard boxes Cardboard Aluminum-coated or waxed items should be collected as 
burnable trash.

Carpets Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item is cut into pieces to fit in the collection bag 
designated by the City, it will be collected as burnable trash.

Carpets
(electrically heated) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item is cut into pieces to fit in the collection bag 
designated by the City, it will be collected as burnable trash; 
however the controller should be cut off of it and disposed of 
as non-burnable trash.

Cassette tapes Recyclables If the case is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.
If paper, as magazines and general paper waste.

Cat litter Burnable trash

Cauldrons Non-burnable trash

CD players Non-burnable trash

Remove any batteries before disposal.
If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste. Removed batteries 
should be collected as hazardous waste.

CD/cassette players 
with radios Non-burnable trash

Remove any batteries before disposal.
If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.
Removed batteries should be co llected as hazardous waste.

CD/MD/DVD cases Plastics

CDs/MDs/DVDs Non-burnable trash Paper cases, descriptions, lyric sheets should be collected as 
magazines and general paper trash.

Cell/Mobile phones Not accepted
by the City Return to the dealer with the battery recharger.

Cement Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Ceramic bowls Non-burnable trash

Ceramics Non-burnable trash

Chains Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

C Chains
(domestic waste only) Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-

541-1342)

Chainsaws
(domestic waste only) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
Ensure the fuel tank is empty before disposal.

Chairs Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City, 
dispose of it depending on its material.  
Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Chalks Burnable trash

Chemicals Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers.

Chests Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Chili oil bottles Non-burnable trash Use up the contents before disposal.

China and porcelain Non-burnable trash

Chopsticks Burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.
If metal, as non-burnable trash.

Clay
(both paper and
oil-based)

Burnable trash Pottery clay cannot be accepted by the City.

Clips Non-burnable trash

Clocks Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Closet storage
organizers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Closets Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Cloth and fabrics Burnable trash

Clothes Burnable trash Buttons and fasteners need not be removed before disposal.

Clothes-drying poles Bulk waste Disposal charge for up to two pieces: 500 yen

Clothes-drying racks Bulk waste Disposal charge per set: 1,000 yen

Clothing storage 
boxes Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Coats
(clothing) Burnable trash Buttons and fasteners need not be removed before disposal.

Coffee makers Non-burnable trash

Combs Plastics If the item is made of wood, it should be collected as burnable 
trash.

Compact fluorescent 
lamps Hazardous waste Refer to page 10 for further information.

Compartment 
shelves Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Compasses Non-burnable trash

Concrete Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Concrete blocks Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

C Cooking bowls Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Cooking oil
(for tempura)

Not accepted
by the City

If the amount is small, let the oil be absorbed into cloth or paper. 
Or coagulate it using dedicated agents.
Then, it will be collected as burnable trash.

Cooking vats Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Coolers Non-burnable trash
If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics. 
If it does not fit in the collection bag designated by the City, it 
should be collected as bulk waste.

Cords
(electrical cords) Non-burnable trash

Corks Burnable trash

Corrugated sheets Bulk waste Disposal charge for up to two pieces: 500 yen

Cosmetic bottles Non-burnable trash

Cotton swabs Burnable trash

Crayons Burnable trash

Cup sake containers
(glass) Recyclables Lids should be disposed of depending on their material.

Cupboards Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Cups Non-burnable trash
If the item is made of coated paper, it should be collected as 
burnable trash.
If plastic, as plastics.

Curtains Burnable trash

Cushions Burnable trash

If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.
If it does fit and its filling is made of sponge, dispose of it as 
plastics.

Cutlery Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with its cutting edge wrapped in newspaper, 
etc.

Cutters
(for paper and photos) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Cutting boards Plastics If the item is made of wood, it should be collected as burnable 
trash.

Cycling machines Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 2,000 yen

D Deck brushes Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item, enclosing it fully in the collection bag 
designated by the City.

Dehumidifiers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Dehumidifying 
agent containers Plastics Remove water before disposal.

Dehumidifying 
agents Burnable trash

Desk mats Non-burnable trash

Desks Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Detergent containers
(plastic) Plastics

If the item is a pump-type container, the pump should be 
collected as non-burnable trash. Paper containers should 
be collected as burnable trash, and the measuring scoop as 
plastics.

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

D Dish washers/dryers Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Dog houses Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Doll cases Non-burnable trash
If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.
Otherwise, dispose of it depending on its material.

Dolls Burnable trash
If the item is made of ceramic, it should be collected as non-
burnable trash.
If plastic, as plastics.

Donabe
(earthenware
cooking pots)

Non-burnable trash

Double-sided tape Burnable trash

Dressers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Drinking straws Plastics If the item is made of glass, it should be collected as non-
burnable trash.

Drug bottles Non-burnable trash

Drugs Not accepted 
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Dry cleaning bags Plastics

Dry-cell batteries Hazardous waste

Dry-cell batteries 
(rechargeable) Hazardous waste Whenever possible, return to the collection box of the dealer.

Dryers
(for clothes)

Not accepted
by the City

Dispose of the item in accordance with the Home Electronics 
Recycling Law.
Please refer to page 15 of How to sort and dispose of 
recyclables and trash for details.

Drying agents
(for food) Burnable trash If the amount is considerable, please consult the Clean Center.

Duckboards Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City and 
is made of plastic, it will be collected as plastics.
If wooden, as burnable trash.

Duct tape Burnable trash

Dumbbells Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Dustpans Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

E Ear picks Burnable trash
If the item is made of bamboo or other wood, it should be 
collected as burnable trash.
If plastic, as plastics.

Earphones Non-burnable trash

Egg boxes Plastics
If the item is made of paper, it should be collected as burnable 
trash.
If either side of the paper is brown, as cardboard.

Electone
(electronic organs)

Not accepted
by the City

Please consult the dealers.
Electronic keyboards of small size will be collected as non-
burnable trash.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

E Electric bicycles Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Electric blankets Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item is cut into pieces to fit in the collection bag 
designated by the City, it will be collected as burnable trash; 
however the controller should be cut off of it and disposed of 
as non-burnable trash.

Electric foot
warmers Non-burnable trash

Electric heaters Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Electric kotatsu Non-burnable trash
Disposal charge per item (each frame/table top): 500 yen 
The frame and table top should be collected separately as 
bulk waste.

Electric light bulbs
(including LEDs) Non-burnable trash

Electric shavers Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Electric table grills/
hot plates Non-burnable trash

Electrical adapters Non-burnable trash

Electrical cords Non-burnable trash The items with a cable reel drum attached should be 
collected as bulk waste.

Electronic
dictionaries Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.

Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Electronic keyboards
(musical instrument) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Electronic organizers Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Electronic organs Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Enamel pans Non-burnable trash

Envelopes Magazines and
general paper trash

Remove cellophane from window envelopes before disposal. 
It should be collected as plastics.
Paper either side of which is brown should be collected as 
cardboard.

Envelopes
(plastic) Plastics

Erasers Burnable trash

Exercise bikes Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Expanded
polystyrene foam Plastics Be sure to use the collection bag designated by the city for 

disposal.

Extension cords Non-burnable trash

Extractor fans Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

E Eye drop containers Plastics

Eye glasses
(including cases) Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

F Fan coolers Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
* Any items that generate cool breeze utilizing enclosed 
water or ice.

Fan heaters Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen 
Ensure that any remaining kerosene oil is removed before 
disposal.

Fans Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash; however the fan 
blades should be collected as plastics.

Fax machines
(for domestic use only) Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 

City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Fiber-tipped pens Non-burnable trash Plastic caps should be collected as plastics.

File binders
(paper)

Magazines and
general paper trash

Remove metal and plastic fittings before disposal.
Metal fittings should be collected as non-burnable trash, and 
plastic fittings as plastics.

File binders
(plastic) Plastics Remove metal fittings before disposal. They should be collected 

as non-burnable trash.

Fire extinguishers Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Fireworks Burnable trash Soak and wet in water for one day before disposal.

Fish tanks Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Fishing lures Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Fishing reels Non-burnable trash

Fishing rods Non-burnable trash

If the item is made of bamboo and can be made to fit in the 
collection bag designated by the City, dispose of it as burnable 
trash.
Otherwise, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Flares Not accepted
by the City

Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.
The used item can be collected as burnable trash.

Flashlights Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Fliers Magazines and
general paper trash See also Advertising leaflets inserted in newspapers.

Floor cushions Burnable trash

Floor mats Burnable trash

Floor seats Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Flooring sheets Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Floppy disks Non-burnable trash
If the case is made of plastic, it should be collected as 
plastics.
If paper, as magazines and general paper waste.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

F Flowerpots Non-burnable trash

If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics. 
If it does not fit in the collection bag designated by the City, it 
should be collected as bulk waste. 
Soil cannot be accepted by the City.

Fluorescent tubes Hazardous waste

Folding beds Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Food cans Recyclables Use up the contents, rinse and dry the can before disposal.
If still greasy, it should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Foot warmers Non-burnable trash

Footwear Non-burnable trash

Fountain pens Non-burnable trash

Frozen food bags Plastics

Frozen food containers Plastics

Frying pans Non-burnable trash

Fuel siphons Non-burnable trash

Remove any batteries before disposal.
If the item is manually operated, it should be collected as 
plastics.
Removed batteries should be collected as hazardous waste. 

Full-length mirrors Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Funnels Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Furniture Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Furniture for narrow 
spaces Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-

541-1342)

Fusuma paper walls Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Futon bedding
dryers Non-burnable trash

G Galvanized iron 
sheets Bulk waste Disposal charge for up to two pieces: 500 yen

Game players
(for domestic use only) Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.

Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Game software Non-burnable trash

Garden sheds Bulk waste
The item must be dismantled into pieces not larger than 1 
tsubo (approx. 3.3 m2) each before disposal.
Otherwise, it cannot be accepted by the City.

Gas canisters Recyclables Use up the contents and punch holes outdoors away from 
fire or flames before disposal.

Gas cookers Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-541-1342) 
Remove any batteries before disposal. 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City, it will be 
collected as non-burnable trash.
Removed batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Gas cylinders
(LP gas, etc.)

Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers.

Geta
(wooden Japanese 
shoes)

Burnable trash

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

G Glass
(sheet glass) Non-burnable trash Wrap the item in newspaper before disposal.

Glasses and 
tumblers Non-burnable trash

Goggles Non-burnable trash

Golf balls Non-burnable trash

Golf clubs and bags Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Grass/Weeds Burnable trash
The collection bag designated by the City is not required for 
disposal. Remove soil completely. Please refer to page 21 of 
How to sort and dispose of recyclables and trash for details.

Gravel Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Guitars Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Gun powder Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

H Hair conditioner
containers Plastics The pump should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Hair conditioner
refill bags Plastics

Hair dryers Non-burnable trash

Hair spray cans Recyclables Use up the contents and punch holes outdoors away from 
fire or flames before disposal.

Halogen heaters Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Hand mirrors Non-burnable trash

Handkerchiefs Burnable trash

Hangers Non-burnable trash
If the item can be disassembled, dispose of the metal parts 
as non-burnable trash, the wooden parts as burnable trash 
and the plastic parts as plastics.

Hatchets Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with its cutting edge wrapped in newspaper, 
etc.

Headsets Non-burnable trash

Health machines Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Heaters Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.
Fan heaters should be disposed of as bulk waste.

Heat-sensitive paper Burnable trash

Helmets Non-burnable trash

Hibachi charcoal 
heaters Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-

541-1342)

Hoses Non-burnable trash Cut into pieces not longer than 50 cm each before disposal.

Hot-water bottles Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

H Hot-water heaters Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Humidifiers Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

I Ice packs Burnable trash

Incinerated ash Not accepted
by the City

Do not burn any items yourself.
It is prohibited.

Infant car seats Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Ink cartridges Burnable trash Whenever possible, return to the collection box of the dealer.

Ink ribbons Non-burnable trash Whenever possible, return to the collection box of the dealer.

Insect cages Plastics If the item contains any metal, it should be collected as non-
burnable trash.

Insect/Fish nets Non-burnable trash

Instant hot water 
heaters Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
Remove any batteries before disposal.
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City, it 
will be collected as non-burnable trash.
Removed batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Instant noodle
containers Plastics If the item is made of paper, it should be collected as burnable 

trash.

Iron dumbbells Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Ironing boards Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Irons Non-burnable trash

Issho
(1.8-liter) bottles Recyclables

If the item is made of plastic and fits in the collection bag 
designated by the City, it will be collected as plastics; 
however, please return it to the dealer whenever possible.

Issho
(1.8-liter) bottles 
(broken)

Non-burnable trash

Itto
(18-liter) cans Non-burnable trash

J Japanese furniture Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Juice cartons Milk cartons
Rinse and cut open the carton, and dry before disposal. 
Cartons with aluminum coating inside should be disposed of 
as burnable trash.

Juicers Non-burnable trash

K Karaoke sets
(for domestic use only) Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Kenzan flower frogs Non-burnable trash

Ketchup tubes Plastics
Rinse well inside before disposal.
If the item cannot be cleaned, it should be collected as 
burnable trash.

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

K Kettles Non-burnable trash

Kitchen mats Burnable trash

Kitchen paper Burnable trash

Kitchen wagons Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Knitting machines Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Knives Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with its cutting edge wrapped in newspaper, 
etc.

Kotatsu frames and 
table tops Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item (each frame/table top): 500 yen 
The frame and table top should be collected separately as 
bulk waste.

Kotatsu futon Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as burnable trash.

Koto
(Japanese harps) Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-

541-1342)

L Leather products 
(excluding clothing) Non-burnable trash Leather clothing should be collected as burnable trash.

Leisure mats Plastics

Lighters Non-burnable trash

After being used up, disposable lighters should be attached 
on the outside of the non-burnable trash collection bag 
designated by the City for disposal.
If the amount is considerable, please consult the Clean Center.

Lighting equipment Non-burnable trash

Remove fluorescent tubes before disposal. If the item does 
not fit in the collection bag designated by the City, it should 
be collected as bulk waste.
Removed fluorescent tubes should be collected as hazardous 
waste.

Lipsticks Non-burnable trash

Liquor bottle cases Bulk waste
Disposal Charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. 
(042-541-1342) 
Return to the dealer whenever possible. 

Liquor bottles Recyclables Whenever possible, return to the dealer.

Lockers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Loupes Non-burnable trash

Low cupboards Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Low dining tables Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Low tables Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Lumber
(domestic waste only) Burnable trash

Cut into pieces not larger than 50 cm in length and 10 cm 
in diameter to fit in the collection bag designated by the City 
and dispose of it as burnable trash.

M Magazines Magazines and
general paper trash

If the front cover has plastic-coating, it should solely be 
collected as burnable trash.

Magnetic mattresses Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Magnets Non-burnable trash If the amount is considerable, please consult the Clean Center.

Magnifying glasses Non-burnable trash
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

M Manila envelopes Cardboard Remove cellophane from window envelopes before disposal.
It should be collected as plastics.

Margarine 
containers Plastics If the item cannot be cleaned, it should be collected as 

burnable trash.

Marker pen inks Non-burnable trash Plastic caps should be collected as plastics.

Marker pens Non-burnable trash Plastic caps should be collected as plastics.

Massagers Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Mattresses
(with springs) Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Mattresses
(without springs) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City, 
the polyurethane part will be collected as plastics, and the 
cloth part as burnable trash.

Mayonnaise tubes Plastics
Rinse well inside before disposal.
If the item cannot be cleaned, it should be collected as 
burnable trash.

MDs/CDs/DVDs Non-burnable trash
Paper cases, descriptions, lyric sheets should be collected as 
magazines and general paper trash.
Plastic cases should be collected as plastics.

Mechanical pencils Non-burnable trash

Medals
(badges) Non-burnable trash

Medical waste Not accepted
by the City Return to the medical institution or consult specialist agents.

Memo pads Magazines and
general paper trash

If either side of the item is brown, it should be collected as 
cardboard.

Mercury
thermometers
(for medical use)

Hazardous waste
Electronic thermometers can be disposed of as non-burnable 
trash after removing any batteries.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Metal nails Non-burnable trash

Microphones Non-burnable trash

Microwave
oven stands Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-

541-1342)

Microwave
oven stands
(with a rice
container attached)

Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Microwave ovens Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Milk bottles Recyclables Rinse inside the bottle before disposal.
Whenever possible, return to the dealer.

Milk cartons Milk cartons Rinse and cut open the carton, and dry before disposal.

Mini hi-fi component 
systems Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.

Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Miniature light bulbs Non-burnable trash

Mirrors Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

M Mixers/Juicers Non-burnable trash

Model cars Non-burnable trash

Mortar Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Moth repellent
(for clothing) Burnable trash

Moth repellent
containers Plastics

Moth repellent 
sheets
(for clothing)

Burnable trash

Motor bikes Not accepted
by the City

Please apply to the dealers for disposal.
The item should be disposed of in accordance with the 
Motorcycle Recycling System.

Motors
(for domestic use only) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
The motors of plastic models should be collected as non-
burnable trash.

Mowers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Mugs Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Musical instruments Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
Small items such as harmonicas and flutes should be disposed 
of depending on their material using the collection bag 
designated by the City. 

N Nail clippers Non-burnable trash

Nail polish bottles Non-burnable trash
Use up the contents before disposal. Let any remaining 
contents be absorbed into cloth or paper and dispose of it as 
burnable trash.

Natto containers Plastics
Bring white polystyrene containers to cooperating stores for 
the collection.
Paper or straw containers will be collected as burnable trash.

Needles for syringes Not accepted
by the City

Return to the medical institution or drug store where you 
purchased the item.
Otherwise consult specialist agents.

Nets for screen 
doors Plastics If the item is made of metal, it should be collected as non-

burnable trash.

Newspapers Newspapers

Notebook PCs Not accepted by the 
City Refer to page 13 for further information.

Notebooks Magazines and
general paper trash

O Oasis floral foam Burnable trash

Oil bottles Non-burnable trash
Use up the contents and rinse the bottle before disposal. 
Metal caps should be collected as non-burnable trash, and 
plastic caps as plastics.

Oil cans
(edible oil) Non-burnable trash

Use up the contents before disposal. If the remaining amount 
is small, let the oil be absorbed into cloth or paper and dispose 
of it as burnable trash using the collection bag designated by 
the City.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

O Oil cans
(non-edible oil) Non-burnable trash

Use up the contents before disposal. If the remaining 
amount is small, let the oil be absorbed into cloth or paper 
and dispose of it as burnable trash using the collection bag 
designated by the City.

Oil drums
(domestic waste only) Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-

541-1342)

Oil heaters Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Oil siphons Non-burnable trash
Remove any batteries before disposal. If the item is plastic 
and manually operated, it will be collected as plastics. 
Removed batteries should be collected as hazardous waste. 

Oil strainer pots Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Oil-absorbent paper Burnable trash

Organs Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 2,000 yen 
Some organs are non-disposable items depending on their 
shape.

Outdoor equipment 
for air conditioners

Not accepted
by the City

Dispose of the item in accordance with the Home Electronics 
Recycling Law.
Please refer to page 15 of How to sort and dispose of 
recyclables and trash for details.

P Paint cans Non-burnable trash Spray cans should be collected as recyclables after being used up.

Paint tubes Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Paint/surface
coating cans Non-burnable trash

Use up the contents before disposal.
Let remaining paint be absorbed into cloth or paper and 
dispose of it as burnable trash using the collection bag 
designated by the City.

Painting materials Not accepted
by the City

Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.
If the remaining amount is small, let the paint be absorbed 
into cloth or paper and dispose of it as burnable trash using 
the collection bag designated by the City.

Painting/Writing 
brushes Burnable trash

Paints Not accepted
by the City

Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.
If the remaining amount is small, let the paint be absorbed 
into cloth or paper and dispose of it as burnable trash using 
the collection bag designated by the City.

Paints
(art paints) Burnable trash

Let remaining contents be absorbed into cloth or paper 
and dispose of it as burnable trash using the collection bag 
designated by the City.

Pans Non-burnable trash

Pantyhose Burnable trash

Paper bags Magazines and
general paper trash

If either side of the item is brown, it should be collected as 
cardboard.

Paper cartons Milk cartons
Rinse and cut open the carton, and dry before disposal. 
Cartons with aluminum coating inside should be disposed of 
as burnable trash.

Paper cups and plates Burnable trash

Paper diapers Burnable trash Remove feces from diapers and flush down the toilet. 
Disposable diaper sacks can be used.

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

P Paper tape Magazines and
general paper trash Adhesive tape should be collected as burnable trash.

Paperweights Non-burnable trash

Partition screens Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

PC desks
(workstations) Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-

541-1342)

PC mice Non-burnable trash
If the item is disposed of together with a PC, follow the 
instructions for PC recycling on page 13 of How to sort and 
dispose of recyclables and trash.

PC printers Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

PCs Not accepted
by the City Refer to page 13 for further information.

Pedometers Non-burnable trash

Pencil sharpeners Non-burnable trash

Perfume bottles Non-burnable trash

PET bottles Recyclables Remove caps and labels.
They should be collected as plastics.

Pet cages Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Pet food cans Recyclables Use up the contents, rinse and dry the can before disposal. 

Phone books Magazines and
general paper trash Return to NTT in exchange for the new ones.

Phone tables Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it can be disposed of depending on its material.

Phones Non-burnable trash
Remove any rechargeable batteries, and return to the 
collection box of the dealer whenever possible.
Cell/Mobile phones should be returned to the dealer.

Photo films Plastics

Photographic
negatives Plastics

Photographs Burnable trash

Pianos Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Pill cases Plastics If the item is made of glass, it should be collected as non-
burnable trash.

Planters Plastics
If the item is made of wood, it should be collected as burnable 
trash.
If ceramic, as non-burnable trash.

Plasterboard Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Plastic bags Plastics

Plastic buckets Plastics If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

P Plastic food trays Plastics

Rinse and return white polystyrene trays to the collection 
boxes at the supermarket.
They can also be collected at other locations such as the 
municipal hall, etc.

Plastic food wrap Plastics PVC wrap should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Plastic food wrap 
cores

Magazines and
general paper trash

If the item is made of brown paper (either side of it is brown), 
it should be collected as cardboard.

Plastic hoses Non-burnable trash Cut into pieces not longer than 50 cm each before disposal.

Plastic models Plastics Remove metal parts before disposal.
They should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Plastic pipes (PVC) Non-burnable trash
Domestic waste only. If the item does not fit the collection 
bag designated by the City, it should be collected as bulk 
waste.

Plastic sheeting Plastics
Domestic waste only.
If the item does not fit the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Plastic sheets
(tarpaulin) Plastics Remove metal parts before disposal.

They should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Plastic trays Plastics

Rinse and return white polystyrene trays to the collection 
boxes at the supermarkets.
They can also be collected at other locations such as the 
municipal hall, etc.

Plates
(metal/ceramic) Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as 

plastics. If paper or wood, as burnable trash.

Pliers Non-burnable trash

Plywood panels Bulk waste
Disposal charge for up to two pieces: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as burnable trash. 

Polypropylene bands
(for packing) Plastics

Cut into pieces not longer than 50 cm each before disposal. 
Do not dispose of it in a full-length state.
Please consult the Clean Center if the amount is considerable.

Portable bicycles Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Portable gas stove Non-burnable trash Refer to Gas canisters to dispose of gas canisters.

Portable plastic tanks Plastics Empty the tank before disposal.

Portable safes Non-burnable trash

Portable toilets Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Postcards Magazines and
general paper trash

Posters Magazines and
general paper trash

If either side of the item is brown, it should be collected as 
cardboard.

Pots Non-burnable trash

Pouches for boil-in-
the-bag food Plastics Use up the contents and rinse before disposal.

Poultices Burnable trash

Powdered milk cans Recyclables

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

P Power strips
(electrical cords) Non-burnable trash

Prepaid cards Plastics

Printer inks
(ink cartridges) Burnable trash Whenever possible, return to the dealer.

Propane gas tanks Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Pruned branches Burnable trash

The collection bag designated by the City is not required for 
disposal.
Cut no larger than 50 cm in length and 10 cm in diameter, 
and tie in bundles no greater than 30 cm in diameter each 
or put into bags.
Up to 2 bundles or bags will be collected for free per collection.
Please refer to page 21 of How to sort and dispose of 
recyclables and trash for details.

Pruning shears Non-burnable trash

Pruning shears
(long-handled) Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-

541-1342)

Pumps
(for domestic use) Non-burnable trash For baths and fish tanks

Push cars Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

PVC pipes
(domestic waste only) Non-burnable trash Cut into pieces not longer than 50 cm each before disposal.

R Rackets Non-burnable trash If the item is made of wood, it should be collected as burnable 
trash.

Radios Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Raincoats Non-burnable trash
If the item is made of nylon fabric, it should be collected as 
burnable trash.
If plastic, as plastics.

Ramune
(Japanese soda pop) 
bottles

Recyclables

Randoseru 
backpacks for 
elementary school 
children

Non-burnable trash

Range hoods Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Rattan furniture Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Razors Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with its cutting edge wrapped in newspaper, 
etc.

Reading glasses Non-burnable trash

Receipts Magazines and
general paper trash

If the item is made of heat-sensitive paper, it should be collected 
as burnable trash.

Rechargeable 
batteries Hazardous waste Whenever possible, return to the collection box of the dealer.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

R Record disks Plastics Record jackets should be collected as magazines and general 
paper trash.

Record players Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Recorders
(fipple flutes) Plastics

Refrigerators
/Freezers

Not accepted
by the City

Dispose of the item in accordance with the Home Electronics 
Recycling Law.
Please refer to page 15 of How to sort and dispose of 
recyclables and trash for details.

Remote controls Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Rice cake cookers Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Rice containers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Rice cookers Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Roofing tiles Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Ropes
(natural materials) Burnable trash

Cut into pieces not longer than 50 cm each before disposal. 
Synthetic-fiber items should be disposed of as non-burnable 
trash after being cut short.

Rowing machines Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Rubber mats Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Rugs
(electrically heated) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item is cut into pieces to fit in the collection bag 
designated by the City, it will be collected as burnable trash; 
however the controller should be cut off of it and disposed of 
as non-burnable trash.

Running machines Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 2,000 yen

Rush mats Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item is cut into pieces to fit in the collection bag 
designated by the City, it will be collected as burnable trash. 
If plastic, as plastics.

S Safes Not accepted
by the City

Please consult specialist agents. 
Portable safes will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Safety pins Non-burnable trash

Sake cartons Burnable trash
If the inside of the carton is white, it should be collected as 
milk cartons.
In this case, rinse, cut open and dry before disposal.

Sake cups
(heat-resistant) Recyclables

Remove caps before disposal.
Metal caps should be collected as non-burnable trash, and 
plastic caps as plastics.

Salad dressing bottles Recyclables

Use up the contents.
Remove the cap and rinse the bottle before disposal.
Plastic caps should be collected as plastics.
If still greasy, it should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

S Salad dressing bottles
(plastic) Plastics Use up the contents.

Remove the cap and rinse the bottle before disposal. 

Salad oil bottles 
(plastic) Plastics

Salad oil cans Non-burnable trash

Sand Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Sandals Non-burnable trash

Sauce containers Plastics
Rinse well inside before disposal.
If the item is made of glass, it should be collected as 
recyclables.

Saws Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with its cutting edge wrapped in newspaper, 
etc.

Scales Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Scissors Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with its cutting edge wrapped in newspaper, 
etc.

Scoops Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
Small gardening scoops and trowels will be collected as non-
burnable trash.

Screen doors Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Scrub brushes Non-burnable trash

Sea shells Burnable trash

Self-adhesive labels Burnable trash

Sellotape Burnable trash

Sesame oil bottles Non-burnable trash

Sewing machines Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Sewing needles and 
fishing hooks Non-burnable trash Wrap with plastic tape, etc., before disposal to avoid injury.

Shampoo containers Plastics The pump should be collected as non-burnable trash.

Shampoo refill bags Plastics

Shavers Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Shoes closets Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Shoes/Sneakers Non-burnable trash

Shogi
(Japanese chess) 
pieces

Burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as 
plastics.

Shogi
(Japanese chess) 
tables/boards

Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
Folding wooden boards can be disposed of as burnable trash 
using the collection bag designated by the City.

Shoji screens Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

S Shopping carts Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
※ Shopping cart chairs are also included here.

Shredded paper Magazines and
general paper trash

Dispose of it in a paper bag.
Do not use a bag either side of which is brown.

Shredders Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Sickles Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with its cutting edge wrapped in newspaper, 
etc.

Sideboards Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,500 yen

Sieves Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.
If bamboo, as burnable trash.

Signals
(flares)

Not accepted
by the City

Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.
The used item can be collected as burnable trash.

Sinks Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Ski boots Non-burnable trash

Ski carriers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Ski poles Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with at least half of it inside the collection 
bag designated by the City.

Skis Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Slates Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Sleeping bags Burnable trash

Sliding doors, 
windows, shutters, 
etc.
(domestic waste only)

Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Slippers Non-burnable trash If the item is made of cloth, it should be collected as burnable 
trash.

Sneakers Non-burnable trash

Snow chains for cars
(metal/rubber,
domestic waste only)

Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Snowboards Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Socks Burnable trash

Sofas Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Soil Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Soy sauce bottles Recyclables

Soy sauce bottles 
(PET) Recyclables

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

S Soy sauce pitchers Plastics If the item is made of glass, it should be collected as non-
burnable trash.

Speakers Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City, it 
will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Spice tubes Plastics
Rinse well inside before disposal. 
If the item cannot be cleaned, it should be collected as 
burnable trash.

Sponges Plastics

Spoons and forks Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Spray cans Recyclables

Spray cans such as hair mousse, gas canisters, aerosol bug 
killers, etc.
Use up the contents and punch holes outdoors away from 
fire or flames before disposal.
Be sure to sort paint spray cans into a separate bag from 
others.

Spring mattresses Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Square folding
laundry hangers Non-burnable trash Pinch-grip hangers including metal

Square folding 
laundry hangers 
(plastic)

Plastics

Steamers
(bamboo steamers) Non-burnable trash If the item is made of wood, it should be collected as burnable 

trash.

Stepladders Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Stereo racks Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Stereos Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Stickers Burnable trash

Stone items Not accepted
by the City Please consult specialist agents.

Storage boxes
(plastic) Plastics

If the item is made of paper or wood, it should be collected 
as burnable trash. If metal, as non-burnable trash.
If it does not fit in the collection bag designated by the City, it 
should be collected as bulk waste.

Stoves Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen 
Ensure that any remaining kerosene oil and batteries are 
removed before disposal.
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City, 
it should be collected as non-burnable trash; however fan 
heaters should be collected as bulk waste. 
Removed batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Straw hats Burnable trash

Stuffed animals Burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Suitcases Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

S Sun loungers Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Surfboards Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Swimming goggles Non-burnable trash

Swimming rings 
(inflatable swim aids) Plastics If the item is made of rubber, it should be collected as non-

burnable trash.

T Table calculators Non-burnable trash Remove any batteries before disposal.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous waste.

Table gas cookers Non-burnable trash

Remove gas canisters before disposal. 
To dispose of gas canisters, use up the contents and punch 
holes outdoors away from fire or flames.
They should be collected as recyclables.

Tables Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Tableware Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.
If paper or wood, as burnable trash.

Tape measures Non-burnable trash

Tatami mats
(domestic waste only) Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
Up to 8 mats per collection.
Consult the Clean Center if you wish to dispose of more than 
8 mats.

Tea chests Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Tea tin cans Recyclables

Teacups Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Teapots Non-burnable trash

Telescopes Non-burnable trash

Tempura oil Not accepted
by the City

If the amount is small, let the oil be absorbed into cloth or 
paper.
Or coagulate it using dedicated agents.
Then, it will be collected as burnable trash.

Tennis balls Non-burnable trash

Tennis rackets Non-burnable trash If the item is made of wood, it should be collected as burnable 
trash.

Tents Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Thermo lunch boxes Non-burnable trash

Thermometers Non-burnable trash If the item contains mercury, it should be collected as 
hazardous waste.

Tire pumps Non-burnable trash

Tires Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Tissue boxes Magazines and
general paper trash

Remove any plastics before disposal.
The removed parts should be collected as plastics.

Tissue paper Burnable trash

Tissues Burnable trash

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

T Toaster ovens Non-burnable trash

Toasters Non-burnable trash

Toilet mats Burnable trash

Toilet roll cores Magazines and
general paper trash

If the item is made of brown paper (either side of it is brown), 
it should be collected as cardboard.

Toilet seats Bulk waste

Disposal Charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. 
(042-541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.
If it is made of plastic only, it should be collected as plastics.

Toilet seats with 
warm water spray 
washing feature 
(a.k.a. Washlet)

Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Toilets Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Tools Non-burnable trash If the item is of large size, it should be collected as bulk 
waste.

Toothbrushes Plastics
Electric toothbrushes should be collected as non-burnable 
trash after removing any batteries.
Batteries should be collected as hazardous trash.

Towels Burnable trash

Toys Non-burnable trash

If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics. 
Cloth items such as stuffed animals should be collected as 
burnable trash, and paper items as magazines and general 
paper trash.

Traveling bags Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Treadmills Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)

Tricycles Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Tripods Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Trophies Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Trouser presses Bulk waste

Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342) 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Tubular bed frames Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Tubular clothes 
racks/Hanger racks Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Tubular pull-up bars Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

Tupperware Plastics

TV boards Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center. (042-
541-1342)
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Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

T TV game machines Non-burnable trash Game software will also be collected as non-burnable trash.

TV stands Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 500 yen

TVs Not accepted
by the City

Dispose of the item in accordance with the Home Electronics 
Recycling Law. Please refer to page 15 of How to sort and 
dispose of recyclables and trash for details.

U Uchiwa fans Burnable trash

Umbrellas Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with at least half of it inside the collection 
bag designated by the City.

Unicycles Bulk waste

Utility knives Non-burnable trash Dispose of the item with its cutting edge wrapped in newspaper, etc.

V Vacuum cleaners Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Vacuum flasks Non-burnable trash

Vases Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Video cameras Non-burnable trash Please consult the dealers or specialist agents for the disposal 
of the battery.

Video decks Non-burnable trash
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Video tapes Recyclables If the case is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics. 
If paper, as magazines and general paper waste.

Vinyl cloths Plastics Items with a rubber back should be collected as non-burnable 
trash.

W Walking sticks 
(wooden) Burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics. 

If metal, as non-burnable trash.

Wasabi tubes Plastics Rinse well inside before disposal. If the item cannot be 
cleaned, it should be collected as burnable trash.

Wash bowls Plastics If the item is made of metal, it should be collected as non-
burnable trash.

Wash tubs Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center.

Washing machines Not accepted
by the City

Dispose of the item in accordance with the Home Electronics 
Recycling Law.
Please refer to page 15 of How to sort and dispose of 
recyclables and trash for details.

Washstands Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: 1,000 yen

Waste oil Not accepted
by the City

Please consult the dealers or specialist agents. If the 
remaining amount is small, let the paint be absorbed into 
cloth or paper and dispose of it as burnable trash using the 
collection bag designated by the City.

Watches Non-burnable trash

Water boilers Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Water bottles Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Water pillows Non-burnable trash

Item Collection
Category

Cautions/Remarks for disposing of
trash and recyclables

W Water pumps
(for domestic use only) Non-burnable trash For baths and fish tanks

Watering cans Non-burnable trash If the item is made of plastic, it should be collected as plastics.

Wax paper Burnable trash

Weighing scales 
(healthometer ) Non-burnable trash

Weighing stone for 
tsukemono
(Japanese pickles)

Not accepted
by the City Please consult the dealers or specialist agents.

Wheel chairs Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center.

Wheelbarrows
(one wheel) Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center.

Whisks Non-burnable trash

Window envelopes Magazines and
general paper trash

Remove cellophane from window envelopes before disposal. 
It should be collected as plastics.
Paper either side of which is brown should be collected as 
cardboard.

Wine bottles Recyclables Corks should be collected as burnable trash, metal caps as 
non-burnable trash and plastic caps as plastics.

Wine cartons Burnable trash
If the inside of the carton is white, it should be collected as 
milk cartons.
In this case, rinse, cut open and dry before disposal.

Wire Non-burnable trash

Wire netting Non-burnable trash If the item does not fit in the collection bag designated by the 
City, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Wood Burnable trash

Cut into pieces not larger than 50 cm in length and 10 cm 
in diameter to fit in the collection bag designated by the City 
and dispose of it as burnable trash.
Otherwise, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Wood chips
(domestic waste only) Burnable trash

Cut into pieces not larger than 50 cm in length and 10 cm 
in diameter to fit in the collection bag designated by the City 
and dispose of it as burnable trash.
Otherwise, it should be collected as bulk waste.

Wooden flooring 
sheets Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center.

Word processors Bulk waste
Disposal charge per item: 500 yen 
If the item fits in the collection bag designated by the City,
it will be collected as non-burnable trash.

Wrapping paper Magazines and
general paper trash

If either side of the item is brown, it should be collected as 
cardboard.

Writing desks Bulk waste Disposal charge per item: Please ask the Clean Center.

Y Yoghurt container 
lids Plastics

If the item is made of paper, it should be collected as 
burnable trash.
If tin foil, as non-burnable trash.

Yoghurt containers Plastics
If the item is made of paper, it should be collected as 
burnable trash.
If glass, as recyclables.

Z Zori sandals Non-burnable trash
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